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Reliable and accurate English language testing
is an essential tool for raising the quality of
teaching in your school and showcasing students’
progress. To help you achieve these objectives,
we designed the Aptis test.
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Aptis – the English test
from the British Council
Aptis is the accurate, flexible and reliable English
test you can trust. It is developed by the British
Council’s assessment experts to focus on your
testing needs. Aptis provides you with an accurate
and quick evaluation of the English skills in your
school mapped to the Common European
Framework of Reference (CEFR).

With Aptis you can:

•

assess and monitor the English levels of your
students and teachers

•
•
•

recruit the right staff

•

place students in the right courses.

ensure reliable admissions and exit processes
identify strengths and weaknesses to
inform teaching

Unlock a new competitive
advantage for your school by
partnering with the British Council.
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Optimise your students’
learning process

Raise your school’s profile

Aptis gives you the level of English
of your students in all four language
skills – speaking, writing, reading and
listening. With reliable results in just 48
hours, you receive a complete picture
of their skills mapped to the CEFR.
The Aptis test can be easily integrated in
your current system. It does not require
specific preparation, just familiarisation
with the test format.

Developed by the British Council’s
leading assessment experts, Aptis is
underpinned by the latest research in
the field. It is trusted by governments
and educational institutions in 85
countries and taken by more than
1.2 million people worldwide.

Showcase students’ progress
to parents
Aptis tests the ability of students
to communicate in English in real-life
situations, giving you a trustworthy
measure of their real language abilities,
which you can showcase to parents
with confidence.

48
hours
Flexible

Quick and
accurate
results

Computerdelivered

Marked
by human
examiners

Validated by
research
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Choose reliable assessment
Aptis is based on our experience of more than
80 years of teaching and testing English worldwide.
The content, scoring and delivery of Aptis are
managed to high-quality assurance standards
and are subject to an ongoing research agenda.
All research and technical information about the
test design and specifications, including validation
studies by independent researchers, are freely
available on our website.
We can make adjustments to the test for candidates
with physical or cognitive disabilities and visual
or hearing impairments.

Improve your testing process
With Aptis you can test all or specific language
skills and get individual and group results in just
48 hours. It can be delivered on demand, at a time,
location and frequency of your choice. You can
outsource the delivery to our team, freeing up
your time and ensuring high security standards.
This allows you to optimise the time and resources
required for testing in your school.

Assessment designed for your needs
We tailored the content of Aptis specifically for the education sector
to help with the assessment of teachers and teenagers.
Aptis for Teachers evaluates general English proficiency of teachers.
Its tasks are based on scenarios teachers come across daily.
Aptis for Teens is designed for 13- to 17-year-olds. The test format and
question types have been adapted to reflect activities that typically occur
in a teenager’s everyday life, including social media, homework and sports.
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We think Aptis is not only a tool to test
students, but a tool to help students
better communicate in English. It can
help us assess the English level of
students more accurately.
Vice-Principal, Beijing Aidi High School

To learn more about Aptis, please visit
www.britishcouncil.org/aptis or get in
touch with your local British Council office.
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